SMARTER SHOPPING

The development of dynamic decision making

At SPA Future Thinking we have undertaken a shopper barometer study to better
understand the changing decision making habits of the average shopper.
The recession has produced a breed of more savvy and spend-conscious shoppers,
but are they here to stay?
Our gift to you is some of the findings but please contact me if you’d like to know
more!
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Shelley Watson
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Then

Pre recession there was reckless consumerism.
Then came the cut backs...

Trading down to cheaper
alternatives

own label

Planning / searching for
the best deals
CHANGING
BEHAVIOURS

Increased item price
awareness

Using coupons, vouchers
and loyalty cards

Switching to cheaper
stores and channels

Reducing waste

Now

Purchase decisions are no longer linear,
they are more dynamic than ever!

In addition to benefit vs cost, consumers also consider the
rational vs emotional trade off of their purchases

Cost

Environment

Value

Health & Nutrition

Reward

Family needs

Ease of purchase

Deal seeking is now a national sport...

35%

vary channels to take
advantage of deals

33%

share tips with friends
and family

62%

use a discounter store

56%

use a pound shop for specific items (modular
price points)

50%

OVERSPEND
Despite careful planning 50% still spend
more than expected on their weekly grocery
shop; with 43% buying more than 1/3 of their
shop ‘on deal’

Only 3%
don’t shop online

The most popular sites are:

77%

54%
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The savvy shopper is here to stay and more aware
than ever of where real savings can be made
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85%

83
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86%

GENERAL
SHOPPING

GROCERY
SHOPPING

Have already made active
changes to save money in
the past 12 months

Will consider making further
changes in the next 12 months

66%

27%

48%

44%

72%

50%

49%

65%

And this is in the context of almost 5 years
of cutting back due to the recession

Multi-channel approach to shopping is likely to double
in the next year
17% already using mobile apps to make purchases
30% considering adopting this approach in the next 12 months

own label

TRADING
DOWN

17%

Who’s protected when it comes to buying brand labels?
Despite making cuts and becoming more savvy shoppers, some categories will
weather the storm better than others...

70%
Oral Care 66%
Pet Food 65%
Tea / Coffee 62%
Laundry 55%
Alcohol

38
32% Ready Meals
28% Basic Healthcare
27% Toilet Paper
% Fruit & Veg

Percentage of shoppers still buying premium or standard brand
names, despite making cuts in other areas

50%

Savvy behaviours will
be the norm for the
emerging generation

“

It’s basic common sense! If something is on
sale in a shop at a price I can’t afford, I
know that if I shop around I can get it much
closer to a price I can afford to pay.

“

OVER

Over 50% of those who
have made active changes
will not change back
to pre recessionary habits
when the climate improves

Who DOESN’T go on voucher codes if they are buying something?

The recession started in my second year of
uni... I am now one of the lucky ones who
has a job but saving money tactics are
something I have grown up with.

The shopper barometer study was conducted in
December 2012 with 1,000 primary household shoppers.
Data courtesy of SPA Future Thinking
www.spafuturethinking.com
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inspiration

